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Preservation of Fruits and Vegetables 
By Freezing In Refrigerated 
Locker Plants1
B y  H. H. P lagge an d  B elle L owe
The purpose of this bulletin is to provide authentic infor­
mation on the selection, preparation and utilization of fruits 
and vegetables preserved under frozen food locker systems in 
Iowa. The recommendations are based on investigations 
under locker plant conditions conducted over a period of 4 
years by the Iowa Agricultural Experiment Station. In order 
that the products would be comparable to those obtained by 
using ordinary household equipment, preparation and process­
ing was done on a small scale in a kitchen laboratory to simulate 
home conditions.2 Careful attention was given to details of 
necessary measures preparatory to freezing as well as to sub­
sequent procedures. The methods herein described have been 
found to yield frozen products of excellent quality. The in­
formation is not intended as a guide for the commercial pack­
ing of frozen products. It is applicable most specifically to 
Iowa grown fruits and vegetables.
EQUIPMENT FOR PREPARING FRUITS AND 
VEGETABLES FOR FREEZING
With a proper understanding of the methods involved, it 
is easier to prepare and process fruits and vegetables for 
locker preservation than for canning or drying. A kitchen
The rapid and widespread development of the refrigerated locker industry, the 
time and labor saved in processing fruits and vegetables for freezing and the ex­
cellence o f the final products are some reasons for the popularity of locker frozen 
foods.
The method o f preserving foods by freezing is not new, but the adaptation of 
freezing methods to the facilities o f the modern locker plant is a new procedure. 
With the rapid multiplication of locker plants in the Midwest came a demand for 
information on the preparation and handling o f frozen foods. Earlier recommenda­
tions for freezing fruits and vegetables in such plants were largely based on results 
obtained under commercial conditions. During recent years results o f experiments 
under actual locker plant conditions have become available. The recommendatioas 
gwen in this publication are based on such results obtained at the Iowa Agricultural 
Experiment Station in Project 606.
2 Only a small proportion of locker plants offer the service of processing fruits and 
vegetables preparatory to freezing.
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equipped for canning has most of the utensils required for 
freezing. The following items are recommended to prepare 
vegetables and fruits for freezing:
1. Sink with running water.
2. Stove capable of boiling 8 to 10 gallons of water.
3. Two 28-quart canning kettles of enamelware or alumin­
um or one 14-gallon tin-plated wash boiler for scalding 
vegetables. For steam scalding, a pressure cooker 
can be used.
4. Faucet spray attachment for washing products.
5. Two large or four small wire mesh (tin-plated) baskets
for scalding vegetables.
6. Supports for holding scalding baskets in scalding kettles.
7. Two large cooling pans for cooling scalded vegetables
in cold water.
8. One or two hand pea shellers for shelling peas, lima
beans and soybeans.
9. Two colanders for draining cooled vegetables; also for
washing and rinsing washed products.
10. Extra pans or kettles .or several '50-pound lard cans with
covers for holding washed products before processing.
11. Kitchen scale for weighing products, sugar and other
materials.
12. Several 1-gallon glass Jugs or bottles for sugar and
brine solutions,
13. Sharp, stainless steel paring knives; large knife for trim­
ming ears of corn; tablespoons; wooden spoons; stain­
less steel apple corer.
14. Usual measuring utensils, including quart and pint
measuring cups and spoons; also funnels and jar fill­
ers.
15. Gummed labels or wax pencil for labeling containers;
notebook; very soft lead pencil.
16. Other kitchen equipment including large teakettle, pans,
small vegetable brushes, cutting boards, sharpening 
stone and usual home tools.
17. Fiber board boxes to carry packed products to and from
the locker plant. (Dry ice containers with double or 
triple walls very satisfactory.)
4
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18. Sufficient number of clean and sterile containers for
packing products.
19. Refrigerator to temporarily store and precool unpacked
and packed products, brine and sirups.
Although the above items are not all essential, they con­
tribute to convenience in handling, to saving of labor and 
time and toward obtaining a quality product. Many of the 
items listed above are shown in fig. 1. The use of galvanized, 
iron or copper kettles (unless tin-plated) is not recommended 
because these tend to discolor certain vegetables and probably 
have other undesirable effects.
VEGETABLES FOR FREEZING
KINDS OF VEGETABLES
The vegetables most commonly preserved in frozen food 
lockers are: Peas, spinach, lima beans, asparagus, sweet corn, 
snap beans and rhubarb. Vegetables that yield good products 
but which are less frequently frozen in locker plants are: Car­
rots, beets, turnips, parsnips, squash, broccoli, vegetable soy­
beans, cauliflower, kohlrabi, New Zealand spinach, swiss chard, 
kale, beet tops and various other greens. Both the wax pod 
and the green pod types of snap beans are suitable for freezing.
VARIETIES OF VEGETABLES
Since some varieties are better than others when frozen, 
those selected should be from the recommended list of the 
state agricultural experiment station. To be good for freez­
ing, a variety must he adapted to the locality where it is 
grown. It will then be more satisfactory than one that may 
have a higher rating for freezing elsewhere. Although the 
selection of variety is important, its mere selection will not 
insure obtaining a satisfactory product. For example, a poor 
freezing type of pea, properly selected and processed, will 
result in a better product than a good type that is poorly 
processed.
The vegetable varieties recommended for growing and for 
freezing preservation in lockers in Iowa are listed in table 1. 
The order of listing does not indicate their preference. Al-
5
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Fig. 1. View showing equipment for preparing vegetables and fruits. 1. Wash boiler for scalding vegetables. 2. Cooling 
pans for cooling scalded vegetables. 3. Colander for draining vegetables. 4. Water-faucet spray attachment. 5. Fifty-pound lard 
can for holding vegetables prepared for scalding. 6. Timing devices. 7. Scalding baskets. 8. Measuring utensils. 9. Gallon jugs 
for brine or sirup. 10. Kitchen scale. 11. Hand sheller for peas, lima beans and soybeans.
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TABLE 1. VARIETIES OF VEGETABLES RECOMMENDED FOR FREEZING PRESERVATION
IN LOCKER STORAGES IN IOWA. •
Peas Spinach Snap beans Sweet corn Lima beans Rhubarb Vegetablesoybeans Asparagus Squash
Thomas
Laxton
Little
Marvel
Glacier
Gradus
Improved
King of 
Denmark
Long
Standing
Bloomsdale
Nobel
Victoria
Green Pod
Burpee’s
Stringless
Asgrow
Stringless
Bountifbl
Wax Pod
Pencil Pod 
Black Wax
Keeny’s
Stringless
Kidney
Wax
Pole
Kentucky
Wonder
Yellow
Golden
Cross
Bantam
Tendergold
Ioana
White 
Iogent 27
Silver Cross 
Bantam
Country
Gentleman
Baby Potato
Henderson’s
Bush
Burpee’s
Improved
Ruby
McDonald
Linnaeus
Bensei
Higan
Hokkaido
Willomi
Mary
Washington
Golden
Hubbard
Golden
Delicious
Green
Hubbard
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though the varieties indicated have yielded very satisfactory 
frozen products, one variety may be more desirable in one or 
more characteristics than another. The early, smooth seeded 
canning peas are not recommended for freezing. Usually 
hybrid sweet corn is more satisfactory than the open-pollin­
ated varieties because of higher resistance to disease, more 
uniform maturity and better yields. Red stemmed rhubarb 
varieties yield more attractive products than green stemmed.
Information on variety adaptability of those vegetables less 
commonly stored in lockers is not so complete. The variety 
indicated for each of the following vegetables, however, has 
yielded an excellent frozen product in experimental tests: 
Beets—Detroit Dark Red 
Turnips—Purple Top White Globe 
Parsnips— Hollow Crown 
Kohlrabi—Purple Vienna 
Carrots—Chantenay 
Swiss chard— Lucullus 
Kale—Dwarf Green Curled 
Beet greens—Detroit Dark Red 
Mustard greens—Giant Southern Curled 
Turnip greens—Purple Top White Globe 
New Zealand spinach— (variety not indicated) 
Other quality varieties of the above root crops can be grown 
in Iowa and probably are satisfactory for freezing. The vari­
ous greens are of interest, because they are potent sources of 
vitamins A, C and certain vitamins of the B complex. They 
are relatively easy to -grow and to prepare for freezing. Veg­
etable soybeans are of special interest, because they are re­
garded as being good sources of protein and certain of the B 
vitamins. They are adapted to Iowa conditions, yield well, 
and the frozen product is excellent.
SELECTION OF VEGETABLES FOR MATURITY, 
CONDITION AND QUALITY 
For most vegetables best quality and flavor will be obtained 
when the products are packed and frozen the same day har­
vested. Selection at the best maturity is especially important 
for peas, snap beans, corn, lima beans, soybeans and aspara-
8
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gus. These vegetables change rapidly in the garden, and a 
delay of 1 or 2 days in harvesting may result in toughness 
and poor quality. The exact dates of harvesting the leafy 
vegetables, the root crops, squash and rhubarb do not need 
to be timed so closely. One should be guided, however, by 
the condition of the vegetables, never allowing them to get 
too mature. A summary, indicating the desired maturity, 
condition and quality of various vegetables when selected for 
freezing, is given in table 2. With suitable storage conditions 
squash and various root crops can be kept several weeks be­
fore they are packed for freezing. Undue delay, however, 
should be avoided. Parsnips will usually be harvested for 
freezing in the fall. The selection and handling of this veg­
etable is similar to that of other root crops.
PREPARATION OF VEGETABLES BEFORE PACKING
The preparation of vegetables for freezing is similar to that 
required for canning. Washing, draining excess water and 
sorting usually precede trimming and cutting. Next in order 
are scalding, cooling, final draining of excess water, and then 
packing.
Quality in raw vegetables 
may not always be apparent 
to the casual observer. For 
example, some shelled lima 
beans appear white and 
might be considered over­
mature. If not too mature, 
white raw lima berns change 
in color to an attractive 
green upon scalding. When 
over-mature, however, white 
limas remain white when 
scalded. Certain raw greens, 
such as mustard and turnip 
tops, have a bitter taste. 
During scalding much of the 
bitterness leaves the product.
, Fig 2. Two types of pea shellers which 
have been found very useful for shelling 
peas, lima beans and vegetable soybeans.
9
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TABLE 2 DIRECTIONS FOR THE SELECTION OF VEGETABLES FROM THE STANDPOINTS OF MA­
TURITY, CONDITION AND QUALITY. -____________________  :
Vegetable Maturity Condition
Peas
Pick when ready for table use as 
seeds become plump and pods round­
ish. Sweetness and quality sacrificed 
with later harvesting.
Best condition obtained when vine 
ripe. Pack same day harvested. Can 
hold under refrigeration (32-40° F.) 
in pods until next day. Sort out old 
yellowish pods. Seeds should be 
sweet and tender.
Spinach
Cut whole plant when fully grown; 
several days or more before signs 
of seed stalks appear.
Condition best when harvested. Pack­
ing same day of harvest preferred. 
Can hold under refrigeration in 
closed containers, after washing, 24 
hours.
Snap beans
Pick when pods reach desirable 
length, but before seeds mature and 
pods become overgrown. Pods must 
be tender.
Unless packed and frozen same day 
of harvest, product may become 
tough. Can store 24 hours under 
refrigeration.
Sweet corn
Harvest when in full milk stage. 
Allow immature ears to ripen 1 or 
2 days for a second picking. Corn 
in dough stage too ripe. Starchy 
ears are too.mature.
Pack and freeze same day of har­
vest. Keep product cool and under 
refrigeration if delay is unavoidable. 
Eliminate over-mature and under­
mature ears.
Lima beans
Harvest before seeds become white 
and while pods are green. Seeds 
that remain white on scalding are too 
mature for green limas but may be 
packed as “whites.”
Pack and freeze same day of har­
vest. Short delay permitted under 
refrigeration. White mature beans 
may be packed separately or used in 
succotash.
Quality
Pods should be crisp and fresh from 
vines. Use only clean pods free 
from mold or rot. Sugar and qual­
ity lost rapidly at room temperature.
Leaves should be free from exces­
sive insect injury. Discard old, yel­
lowish or damaged leaves. Product 
should be tender and of mild flavor.
Discard moldy and badly russeted 
pods. Tender pods better in qual­
ity than tough.
Eliminate all smutted ears. Trim 
defective ears. Quality and sugar 
lost rapidly at room temperature.
Discard moldy and discolored pods 
and pods showing excessive drying 
and maturity.
494
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TABLE 2 (cont’d). DIRECTIONS FOR THE SELECTION OF VEGETABLES FROM THE STANDPOINTS OF
MATURITY, CONDITION AND QUALITY. __________ ______________________
Vegetable Maturity Condition Quality
Rhubarb
Harvest period is usually 8-12 weeks 
after full stalk development in 
spring. Harvest while tender, before 
warm weather.
Avoid long delays. Pack immedi­
ately. A  day or two under refrig­
eration permissable. Avoid self 
heating.
Use only well formed thick stalks, 
free from hail injury, decay and se­
vere bruising. Trim off injured por­
tions.
Vegetable
soybeans
Pick when pods are fairly well 
rounded, but while still a bright 
green. Yellowish pods indicate a 
too-mature condition.
Condition best when frozen the 
same day of harvest. Can be han­
dled like lima beans?
Quality determined as for lima beans. 
Discard moldy and damaged pods and 
those changed from green to yellow.
Asparagus
Cut stalks at averag^ length of 8-10 
in. Avoid cutting extremely long or 
short. All stalk sizes are usable, 
when grown rapidly.
Best condition obtained when frozen 
the same day of harvest. Refriger­
ation required when held for a 
short period. At room temperature, 
stalks continue to grow, lose sugar, 
moisture and quality.
Best quality obtained in warm weath­
er with rapid growth. In cool 
weather, growth is slow and product 
tends to be bitter, of poor quality 
and of light color.
Squash
Harvest while fully colored, firm 
and when shell becomes hard.
Can be stored several weeks if neces­
sary or can -be packed at once. Store 
at temp. 50-55° F. with low humidity.
Use only fully mature specimens 
free from internal and external ab­
normalities and disease.
Beets
Carrots
Turnips
Kohlrabi
Parsnips
Harvest before extremely large and 
over-mature, while tender and of 
mild flavor.
Condition changes slowly so that 
products may be held a few weeks 
under suitable storage conditions. 
Avoid excessive drying. Temp, of 
32-40° F. preferred.
Use only products tender in texture, 
mild and sweet in flavor. Avoid 
over-grown and over-mature prod­
ucts and those showing growth 
cracks.
Other greens
Harvest while tender, before plants 
become extremely large. Leaves 
usually cut from garden, leaving 
mother plant to produce more leaves.
Best condition obtained when handled 
like spinach. Astringency or bitter­
ness not necessarily an indication of 
poor quality in th'e processed product.
Avoid products severely infested with 
insects. Eliminate old tough leaves, 
dried and yellowish leaves.
11
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WASHING, SORTING, TRIMMING AND CUTTING
A summary of treatments preliminary to scalding is given 
for various vegetables in table 3.
SCALDING VEGETABLES
All vegetables, except rhubarb and those that require com­
plete cooking, are scalded before packing for freezing. Scald­
ing is a precooking process sometimes called blanching. The 
term blanching, however, implies the loss of color, but since 
precooking or heat treatment improves the color and aids in 
its retention, the term scalding is preferred.
Scalding is of utmost importance because it inactivates or 
checks plant enzymes. Plant enzymes are responsible for 
chemical changes in plant products which may or may not 
be desirable. In frozen vegetables and fruits, their activity 
is undesirable. Vegetables are scalded by placing a portion 
of them in boiling water or in live steam a short time. The 
boiling water treatment is more convenient than steam for 
small scale operations, and, in most instances, is as satisfact­
ory. Besides inactivating enzymes, other advantages are ob­
tained by scalding vegetables. This process intensifies or 
brightens green color in vegetables and makes them more at­
tractive. It shrinks and softens vegetables, making them 
easier to handle in packing and conserves container space. 
This advantage is most apparent with spinach and other leafy 
products. For example, after scalding, the edible portion of 
a bushel of spinach can be packed in 9 pint containers. Other 
products, such as peas -and snap beans, shrink on scalding, 
become softer and pack closer in containers. The hot water 
treatment further cleanses the product and destroys many, but 
not all, of the microorganisms on fresh vegetables. It also 
improves the palatability of some vegetables by removing 
much of the bitterness and astringency that may be present 
in the raw state, and objectionable odors noticeable during 
cooking are in some products largely removed by the process. 
These áre some of the advantages of cooking vegetables.
There is another side to the scalding picture. Since cer­
tain disadvantages result from scalding vegetables, it should 
not be overdone. A definite heating period has been deter-
12
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I
mined for each vegetable. Because vitamin C, sugar, flavor 
and various nutrients are soluble in hot water, the scalding 
should be done carefully and only for the short period in­
dicated. The scalding action can be stopped immediately by 
plunging the hot vegetables into cold water; this is recom­
mended. In order to time accurately the precooking, a small 
quantity of vegetable is placed in a large volume of rapidly 
boiling water. The proportion of 1 pint of vegetable to 4 or 
5 gallons of water is recommended. Two canning kettles 
having capacities of approximately 28 quarts can be conven­
iently used. These kettles come equipped with wire fruit jar 
racks, which can be used to support the scalding basket. A 
small wire mesh basket can be used for immersing the veg­
etables in boiling water. A deep fat frying basket with the 
side handle removed, provided with a wire bail handle, will 
serve as a convenient scalding utensil. The mesh should be 
fine enough to hold‘ peas and finely divided products. Two 
such canning kettles with baskets can be used at the same 
time in order to do the work rapidly. Four types of scalding 
baskets are shown in fig. 3.
Fig. 3. Four types of scalding baskets. Below: refrigerator baskets. Basket with 
large mesh satisfactory for corn, and when lined with cheesecloth for spinach and 
other products. Above: small, round, fine mesh baskets suitable for use in large 
canning kettles.
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TABLE 3, SUM M ARY OF PROCEDURES FOR PREPARIN G VEG ETABLES BEFORE SCALDING.
Vegetable Washing Sorting Trimming, cutting Other procedures
Peas
Wash pods under strong 
spray of water. Rinse thor­
oughly and drain in colan­
ders.
Sort out pods that are 
moldy, over-mature or un­
der-mature. Not required.
Shell using hand shelter. 
Rinse shelled peas in water 
in colander and drain.
Spinach
Wash entire plant under 
strong water spray. Trim 
off center stalks and leaves. 
Wash individual leaves un­
der spray in order to re­
move all sand and' dirt.
Sort out yellowish and in­
sect-infested leaves. Elim­
inate center stalk of plant 
and basal ends of stems of 
older leaves.
Trim off leaves from cen­
ter stalk, portions of insect 
eaten leaves and older parts 
of stems.
Spinach requires at least 2 
thorough washings to re­
move sandy material. Drain 
in colanders or mesh bas­
kets.
Snap beans
Wash pods under strong 
spray of water. Rinse thor­
oughly; drain.
Eliminate moldy, over ma­
ture and very small pods. 
Yellowish pods denote over­
maturity.
Cut pods into desirable 
lengths 0/4-1 in.) or pack 
straight pods whole,
Can use pea sheller device 
for French cutting or slic­
ing, or hand-cutting ma­
chine for cutting.
Sweet corn
First procedure is husking 
then desilking; then sorting 
and trimming. Finally scrub 
with soft brush under cold 
water spray.
Eliminate diseased ears and 
badly insect-infested ears 
while husking.
Trim off portions of ears 
affected with ear worm and 
portions not fully devel­
oped. Do not cut kernels 
off cob before scalding.
Remove husks, silks. For 
corn on cob, cut off tips and 
square up basal ends. .
Lima beans
Wash pods under strong 
spray of water. Rinse thor­
oughly and drain in colan­
ders or wire baskets.
Eliminate pods that are 
moldy, over-mature or un­
der mature. After shelling, 
separate older white beans 
from green and pack sep­
arately.
Not required.
Shell, using hand pea shell­
er or shell by hand. Rinse 
shelled beans and drain.
Rhubarb
After trimming stalk, wash 
in cold water.
Use only tender stalks Trim off thick basal ends 
and scales. Cut into short 
pieces, (5^ 2-1 in.). If over­
mature, peel off outer skin.
Rhubarb is not scalded. To 
use locker space efficiently, 
the cooked sauce can be 
frozen.
498
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TABLE 3 (cont’d). SUMMARY OF PROCEDURES FOR PREPARING VEGETABLES BEFORE SCALDING.
Vegetable Washing Sorting Trimming, cutting Other procedures
Vegetable
soybeans
Treatment similar to that 
for peas.
Treatment similar to that 
for peas. Not required.
Shell with pea sheller. 
Seeds require several rins­
ings and some agitation to 
remove loosely attached 
membranes.
Asparagus
Wash under strong spray 
to remove sand and soil 
from tips and stalks.
________________ i________
Sort out whitish stalks ; if 
bitter after cooking, elim­
inate. Pack very large 
stalks separately. Elimin­
ate stalks with tips much 
expanded.
Trim off tougher, whitish 
basal ends. Cut up into 
Short pieces (¿4-1 in.). 
Straight stalks can be 
packed whole.
Large stalks with diameters 
over 54 in. require more 
scalding than smaller.
Squash
Wash and scrub outer sur­
face before cutting.
Use only fully matured 
specimens, free from dis­
ease and excessive shrivel­
ing.
Cut into small pieces and 
prepare for open kettle 
cooking. Discard seeds and 
pulp.
Cook only until done. Do 
not add seasoning. Allow 
to cool before packing in 
waxed containers.
Beets
Carrots
Turnips
Kohlrabi
Parsnips
Wash and scrub to remove 
all garden soil. Do not cut 
into beet roots; allow 
in. of tops of beet plants to 
remain when trimming.
Sort out over-grown or 
over-mature and diseased 
products. Avoid roots hav­
ing growth cracks or other 
deformities.
Trim off root tips of car­
rots, turnips and kohlrabi; 
scrape carrots if necessary. 
Avoid cutting beets before 
cooking. After cooking 
beets, cool, remove skins, 
then slice or dice before 
packing.
Prepare carrots, kohlrabi, 
turnips for scalding by slic­
ing or dicing. Slice T4 " 
thick; quarter large slices; 
dice in cubes or small­
er. Cook whole beets until 
soft. Do not over-cook.
Other greens
Treatment similar to that 
for spinach, except that en­
tire cut plants are not neces­
sarily brought in from the 
garden.
Sort out yellowish, over­
mature and over-grown 
leaves. Avoid severly in­
sect-infested and diseased 
material.
Trim off large midribs and 
leaf stems, and portions 
damaged by insects. Cut 
larger leaves into smaller 
pieces.
Kale is especially difficult 
to rid of plant lice. If se­
verely infested do not use. 
Turnips and mustard may 
require extra effort to elim­
inate plant lice.
499
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For leafy vegetables and corn, larger equipment consisting 
of a 14 to 16-gallon wash boiler and a large, oblong scalding 
basket is better. An ordinary refrigerator basket serves the 
purpose very well for corn, but for spinach and products 
having small pieces, it may be necessary to line this uten­
sil with cheesecloth or similar material, unless a basket 
having a fine mesh is available. This scalding basket is set 
on two heavy wire supports bent downward and hung inside 
the wash boiler. It is also provided with two improvised un­
attached heavy wire handles. The two types of scalding 
equipment, the canning kettle type and the wash boiler type, 
with their scalding baskets are illustrated in fig. 4.
At sea level water boils at 212° F. Boiling water retains this 
temperature; therefore as long as water boils its temperature 
is very nearly 212° F. Scalding periods in boiling water deter­
mined for various vegetables are indicated in table 4. These 
periods should be accurately timed to within a few seconds, 
using a watch, sandglass, or some other convenient time 
piece. The water should be boiling rapidly before vegetables
are immersed. Al­
though slower boil­
ing will follow due to 
the cooling by the 
vegetables, continu­
ous boiling through­
out the scalding per­
iod should be main­
tained. - Occasionally 
it will be necessary to 
replenish the water 
in the scalding ves­
sel, and boiling water 
from a teakettle or 
other heating kettle 
should be available.
Fig. 4. Two satisfactory types of scalding kettles 
with scalding baskets in place. Above: round 28- 
quart canning kettle, equipped with wire support. 
Below: 16-gallon, tin-plated copper wash boiler. Note 
heavy wire supports for scalding basket.
If a pressure cooker 
is available, vegeta­
bles can be scalded
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by steam. A small amount of water is heated to a simmer 
in the cooker, the scalding basket of vegetables is next set a 
short distance above the water in the cooker, and finally the 
cover with the steam vent left open is loosely clamped in 
place. The scalding period is timed from the instant that 
the escape of steam becomes steady. The vegetables are 
cooled in cold water as for the hot water treatment. The 
steam scalding periods are one and one-half those required 
for scalding in boiling water.
COOLING SCALDED VEGETABLES AND FINAL DRAINING
The hot vegetables, while still in the scalding basket, are 
plunged immediately into a large pan of cold water. Im­
mediate cooling is important because vitamin C is oxidized 
more rapidly at high temperatures. Deep pans are better 
than shallow for this purpose, as a large volume of water has 
more cooling capacity. The cooling period is approximately 
the same length as «the scalding period and should be no 
longer than that required to just cool the vegetable pieces 
to their centers. Whether the cooling has been sufficient can 
be noted by biting into one or several pieces of the product. 
If it no longer feels warm to the tongue, it is cool enough to 
pack. Cooling water can be kept cold by allowing a small 
trickle of water to flow through it. When the processing 
is done in considerable volume, two cooling pans can be used 
to better advantage than one. The temperature of the cooling 
water should be no higher than 60° F. If cold water is not 
available, the use of ice to cool the water is advised. Because 
cold water dissolves sugar,^vitamins and other nutrients from 
vegetables, the cooling period should not be prolonged unduly. 
Suitable cooling pans are shown in fig. 1, p. 490.
The vegetables are drained in colanders or mesh baskets a 
minute or two before packing to remove excess water. To 
avoid having the cooled product take up too much heat from 
the atmosphere, the draining time should be short. Veg­
etables will remain cool longer in packed containers than when 
more exposed to the atmosphere. Moreover, packed contain­
ers can be set in a refrigerator to keep them cool while the 
packing is being completed, or if glass or tin containers are 
used, these may be set in pans of cold water.
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TA B LE  4. SCALDING PERIOD S FOR VEG ETABLES AND IN STRUCTIONS DURING
SCALDING PROCEDURE.
Vegetable
Scalding period 
(Minutes in boiling 
water)
Details of procedure
Peas 1 Adjust quantity so that water boils continuously; stir product once during scalding. Cover kettle to conserve water and heat.
Lima beans 1-2 Same as for peas. Small types like Henderson, 1 minute; larger types like Burpee, 2 minutes.
Snap beans - 3 Same as for peas.
Vegetable soybeans 2 Same as for peas. Shell before scalding.
Asparagus 2^4-3>4 Same as for peas. Small and medium stalks, 2^4 minutes; stalks larger than y  -in. diameter, 3^4 minutes.
Carrots, turnips, 
kohlrabi,.< parsnips 2-3
Similar to that for peas. Cubes no thicker than 4^ in., scald 2 minutes; 
slightly larger cubes, 3 minutes; slices up to in-, 2 minutes; slightly thicker 
slices* 3 minutes.
Spinach 2 Follow directions for peas except stir twice. Avoid matting down.
Beet tops, turnip 
tops, kale, New 
Zealand spinach, 
swiss chard and 
other greens
2 Follow directions for spinach.
Beets Cook until soft. No longer.
Cook with attached trimmed leaf stems and root tips until soft.- Cool; 
drain; peel off skins. Dice or slice. Do not remove skins before beets 
are taken from cooling water. Do not over-cook.
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TABLE 4 (cont’d). SCALDING PERIODS FOR VEGETABLES AND INSTRUCTIONS DURING
SCALDING PROCEDURE.
Vegetable
Scalding period 
(Minutes in boiling 
water)
Details of procedure
Squash Cook as for the table.
Follow usual kettle cooking procedure. Do not add seasoning. Avoid 
using excess water.
Cut sweet corn 4 Scald on cob; cool, then cut off kernels.
Corn on cob 6-8 Small Bantam type ears, 6 minutes; large Evergreen types, 8 minutes. Cool ears to center before packing.
Rhubarb 0 Do not scald. Cooked sauce may be frozen. The product can be packed dry or in a 45 percent sirup.
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PACKING PREPARED VEGETABLES 
CONTAINERS
After scalding and subsequent cooling, the vegetables are 
packed in containers. Containers may be made of glass, tin, 
paper or fiber board and certain water vapor-proof transpar­
ent materials. Containers should be rigid,enough to prevent 
crushing of products; moisture vapor resistant enough to 
avoid excessive drying; liquid-tight, at least when in an up­
right position; and not too high in cost.. An ideal locker 
container would be one that has, in addition to the above re­
quirements, the following characteristics:
14 Cubic shape to permit efficient use of locker space.
2. Air-tight and water vapor tight.
3. Liquid-tight in all positions.
4. Capable of being sterilized by heat and re-used.
5. Non-fragile.
Although no such container is available, many types can 
be used with satisfaction. The requirements erf water vapor- 
tightness and air-tightness are more important in locker 
plants with storage temperature higher than 0° F. Liquid­
tightness is more important for fruits packed in sugar or 
sirup than for vegetables packed without liquid. Brine from 
brine packs frequently leaks out into the lockers; therefore, 
containers that leak are very objectionable.
Glass jars and lacquered cans are suitable for all products. 
Plain tin (unlacquered inside) can be used for all vegetables 
except New Zealand spinach, rhubarb and asparagus. Glass 
jars require more care and time in handling than other con­
tainers, and because of their thick walls and shape, locker 
space is used less economically. Breakage in glass jars, how­
ever, need not be more than in canning. Glass jars need not 
be opened before placing in the freezer. Tin cans and most 
fiber board cartons may be handled quickly, and they utilize 
locker space fairly well. Glass jars and' tin cans can be ster­
ilized with boiling water and’ may be used a number of times. 
Because containers of waxed paper and other soft materials 
cannot be heat sterilized, their re-use for frozen vegetables
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and fruits is not recommended. Containers are offered for 
sale by locker plant operators and by other dealers.
The size of the container needs some consideration. Since 
frozen vegetables and fruits are best utilized immediately after 
thawing, the container should be suited to the size of the 
family. Usually a family of four will require the pint size; 
one or two persons* the one-half pint; six persons, the pint 
or quart size; and eight persons, the quart container. The 
size of container required, however, will be determined to 
some extent by the type of product and its use. Products can 
also be frozen in ^-gallon containers. Containers larger than 
y2 gallon or 5 pounds in capacity are not recommended be­
cause of the slow rate of freezing.
BRINE VS. PLAIN PACKING
Commercially frozen vegetables are packed without brine 
solution. There are qertain advantages of using a brine pack 
for vegetables preserved in locker plants. These are:
1. Cold brine protects the product from heat on warm 
days, while being transferred to the locker plant.
2. A frozen brine pack thaws more slowly than a plain 
pack, while being transferred from locker plant to the 
home.
3. There is less tendency for vegetables to become partially 
dessicated and lose color and flavor in brine packs in 
non-water vapor tight containers. This is particularly 
true with locker room temperature above 0° F»
4. Some products appear to hold flavor and color better 
in a brine pack, regardless of the type of container.
5. Products are more attractive in brine packs.
The brine solution commonly used is merely a weak salt 
solution made by dissolving 4 level teaspoonfuls ($4 ounce) 
of pure table salt in 1 quart of cold water, or 5% tablespoon­
fuls (3 ounces) of salt to 1 gallon of water. This gives a 2 
percent brine and for most people is not more salt than is 
ordinarily added in seasoning vegetables. However, 1 ^  or 1 
percent brine can be used when less salt is desired. The 
packed brine solution, of course, remains with the vegetable
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during cooking, forms all or a part of the cooking liquid and 
is consumed with the vegetable.
The brine can be made up a day or several hours before 
processing is started and be precooled in a refrigerator, or by 
setting a glass jug or bottle of it in a pan of cold water or 
under a trickle of cold water. On freezing, cool brine expands 
less than warm brine.
A brine pack is advised for all vegetables except rhubarb, 
spinach and other greens, although for cut corn and lima 
beans, plain packing seems about as satisfactory. Leafy prod­
ucts retain more free water on draining and pack closer, con­
sequently little additional liquid can be added.
The brine is added after the container is packed with the 
vegetable. Enough brine is added to just cover the product, 
but expansion space for freezing must be allowed. The space 
left for expansion should be of an inch for ^-pint and 
pint containers, % of an inch for quart containers and 1%  
inches for gallon. For plain packs, without brine, slightly 
less expansion space need be left.
Rhubarb can be packed plain without sirup, or with 45 
percent sirup ; or, in order to conserve space, it can be cooked 
into sauce and then frozen. Color is retained' better, however, 
by freezing the uncooked product. A sugar pack is less de­
sirable because it results in severe shrinking of the tissue. 
(See page 516 on sirup packing.)
FRUITS FOR FREEZING
KINDS OF FRUITS
The fruits most generally preserved in frozen food lockers 
in Iowa are strawberries, red raspberries, cherries, peaches, 
apricots, gooseberries and black raspberries. Fruits and fruit 
products that yield desirable products but are less frequently 
frozen by locker patrons are pineapples, grapes, cranberries, 
apples, plums, currants, apple cider and other fruit juices. 
Peaches and apricots are not commercially grown in Iowa 
but large quantities are shipped in for home canning. When 
properly selected and prepared, these two fruits yield excel­
lent frozen products/ The sweet cherry, another imported 
fruit, is available for freezing, but this fruit is less satisfactory
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than the domestic red pie cherry. Because of a tendency to 
be seedy, the black raspberry is less desirable than the red; 
however, the juice of both of these frozen fruits is excellent 
in quality and flavor. When quality blackberries, youngber- 
ries, loganberries and blueberries are available at local mar­
kets, these too may be frozen.
The domestic red cherries, gooseberries, grapes and currants 
are well preserved and are used mainly for the making of pies, 
sauces, preserves and fruit juices. Typical flavor, quality and 
texture are retained very well in pineapples and cranberries. 
Certain varieties of plums are desirable for freezing and for 
subsquent pie making and sauce, while other varieties are 
unsatisfactory. Apples are usually frozen in slices but require 
scalding treatment in order to preserve color and quality. 
Flavor in apple cider is preserved better by freezing than by 
other methods. Applesauce can be frozen and appears to have 
possibilities, since fresh flavor and quality are well retained.
VARIETIES OF FRUITS
Generally speaking, the fruit varieties adapted and recom­
mended for growing in a locality will be the best for freezing 
in that locality. It is especially important to select the better 
freezing varieties of strawberries, plums and apples. In the 
case of raspberries, peaches, cherries and other small fruits, 
any of the varieties adapted to growing conditions of the 
state are suitable for freezing. With these last named fruits, 
therefore, it is principally a matter of selecting the varieties 
that can be grown successfully. The fruit varieties recom­
mended for freezing preservation in Iowa locker plants are 
given in table 5.
In locker tests, the Senator Dunlap strawberry retained 
flavor, quality and color better than any of the others listed. 
The variety, Beaver, was also excellent in quality and flavor, 
while other strawberry varieties yielded satisfactory products. 
Freezing Latham and Chief red raspberries resulted in frozen 
products o f excellent quality and flavor. Natural flavor and 
color in red raspberries and pineapple were better preserved 
than in any of the other fruits.
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TABLE 5. VARIETIES OF FRUITS RECOMMENDED FOR FREEZING PRESERVATION IN LOCKER
Strawberries Raspberries
Peaches and 
apricots Cherries
Plums Apples
Senator Dunlap Red: Peaches: Montmorency Kahinta J onathan
Latham
Chief
Sungold
Polly Early Rich- Ember Grimes Golden
Beaver
Black:
Elberta*
Hale*
mond
Monitor Edgewood
Blakemore Cumberland 
Black Pearl Apricots:
English
Morello Waneta Willow Twig
Premier New Logan Moorpark*Blenheim* Toka Other good cooking
Gem
(Everbearing) Elliott varieties.
Miscellaneous
Como
Downing
Josselyn
Currants:
Red Lake
Grapes:
Concord
Sweet Cherries: 
Bing*
Pineapples:
Red Spanish*
cnO
00
'Varities usually sold in retail stores.
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Of the peaches, locally grown, tree-ripened Sungold and 
Polly exceeded shipped in Elberta and Hale in flavor and 
quality. However, the imported fruit, when frozen in the 
correct eating stage, was very satisfactory. Experiments have 
indicated that peaches require air-tight containers under lock­
er storage conditions.
SELECTION OF FRUITS FOR MATURITY, 
CONDITION AND QUALITY
For the most perishable fruits, berries and cherries, best 
quality and flavor will be obtained when they are packed and 
frozen the same day harvested. For these products, selection 
at the best stage of maturity at picking time is very import­
ant. Peaches and apples should be mature when picked. 
Mature peaches, however, may require a day or two to reach 
eating-ripe stage, and mature winter apples, 2 to 3 weeks 
before the best eating stage is attained. While plums and 
grapes may be held a few days with refrigeration, best quality 
is obtained when tree and vine-ripened fruit is promptly 
frozen. Products from distant orchards, such as peaches, 
apricots and pineapples, usually but not always require a con­
ditioning or ripening period in order to become of best eating 
quality. When these products are of correct flavor and tex­
ture, but not too soft, mealy or over-ripe, they should be pre­
pared for freezing at once. Sweet cherries should generally 
be frozen the day they are purchased from the store. Brief 
descriptions of the maturity, condition and quality desired in 
fruits at the time they are prepared for freezing are given 
in table 6.
PREPARATION OF FRUITS BEFORE PACKING
The measures preparatory to packing fruits for freezing 
are similar to those for vegetables. Washing, draining excess'" 
water and sorting usually precede trimming and cutting, al­
though if moldy or rotting fruits are present, they should be 
eliminated before washing the fruit. After washing berry 
fruits, excess water is allowed to drain from colanders or
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TABLE 6. A SUMMARY OF ill ™E
Fruit
O  1  /vlNX J i :  w i l N  i O  k j x
Maturity Condition
Quality
Strawberries
Pick only fully colored fruit. Larg­
est berries from first picking less 
desirable than medium sizes.
Condition best in plant ripened fruit; 
over-ripe, soft fruit or green fruit 
should not be used. Can be held 1 
day with refrigeration.
Quality best in firm, ripe fully col­
ored, medium sized berries. Avoid 
nishappen, seedy berries and moldy 
f r u i t . _________________
Red
raspberries
Pick when fully red and of medium 
softness. Avoid picking soft, over­
ripe fruit or hard immature fruit.
Best condition attained in bush rip­
ened fruit. Holding or delaying not 
recommended even in cold storage
Quality best in bush ripened fruit. 
Over-ripe, soft, mushy fruit unde­
sirable. Hard, under-ripe fruit also 
to be eliminated.
Black
raspberries
Pick when color is fully black. 
Avoid picking reddish-black berries.
Best condition attained in bush rip­
ened fruit. Avoid delays. Pack same 
day fruit is harvested.
Berries or full size best, small, 
stunted fruit due to dry weather or 
disease will be extremely seedy.
Quality best in fruit of uniform ma­
turity in prime eating stage. Peaches 
having blushed cheeks most desirable. 
Avoid bruised and rotting fruit.Peaches and apricots
Locally grown, tree ripened fruit 
best. Shipped in fruit is picked 
green in order to permit handling.
Both locally grown and distantly 
grown fruit usually require a day 
or two at room temperature to reach 
best eating stage._ Avoid mealy, 
over-ripe or greenish fruit.
Cherries
Pick fruit when fully colored and of 
full size. Pick fruit with stems- 
otherwise freeze same day of harvest 
Pinkish or light red fruit is im­
mature.
Condition satisfactory when fruit is 
tree ripened. Holding a day under 
refrigeration permitted when picked 
with stems.
Best in fully grown tree ripened 
cherries. Avoid small, stunted fruit 
from weak trees due to disease or 
dry weather.
Plums Tree ripened fruit preferred. Color firmness and flavor indicate maturity
If fully tree ripe, freezing can be 
done immediately, or fruit can be 
held several days in a refrigerator 
Immature fruit requires a short rip­
ening period to attain best flavor.
Fruit should be uniform in maturity 
and eating ripe when frozen. Avoid 
rotting fruit. Plums not fully ripe 
tend to be astringent.
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TABLE 6 (cont’d) A SUMMARY OF DIRECTIONS FOR THE SELECTION OF FRUITS FROM THE 
STANDPOINTS QF MATURITY, CONDITION AND QUALITY.
Fruit Maturity Condition Quality
Apples
Pick when mature and of full color ; 
when fruit begins to separate easily 
from the twig.
The winter varieties require 2 to 
3 weeks to ripen to best eating 
stage when  ^at room temperature. 
Gobd condition maintained in cold 
storage 3 to 5 months.
Avoid diseased fruit or that affected 
with breakdown, mealiness and se­
vere bruises; do not freeze over-ripe 
or under-ripe apples. Second grade 
fruit and culls of good grade can be 
used.
Currants
Gooseberries
Pick when fully ripe; when consid­
ered best for jelly and pies. Pick 
:urrants with stems.
Best when frozen immediately, how­
ever, short delays of 2 to 3 days in 
refrigerator permitted.
Use_ fruit uniform in maturity. 
Avoid sun-scalded gooseberries and 
fruit stunted by dry weather.
à
Grapes
Should be mature and of full blue 
color. J For juice, allow to become 
fully ripe on vine. Flavor and color 
are indications of maturity.
Best condition attained in fruit fully 
vine ripened. Jelly grapes need not 
be so ripe as juice grapes. Can be 
held a day at room temperature or 
10 days in cold storage.
Grapes should be a uniform dark 
color. Avoid reddish colored fruit 
that has not matured properly. Do 
not allow fruit to get over-ripe after 
harvesting.
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wire baskets. Over-ripe, under-ripe, seedy and deformed 
fruits are eliminated. Strawberries are hulled, cherries stem­
med and pitted; gooseberries trimmed, and currants are picked 
from stems. Peaches are scalded in hot water a few seconds 
or just long enough to loosen skins. They are cooled before 
peeling by promptly setting in cold water. Plums are packed 
without removing skins. Apricots may or may not be peeled. 
All stone fruits are washed, scrubbed and rinsed, then pitted 
and sliced before packing; or if small, they can be merely 
halved or quartered. Apples are washed, scrubbed, rinsed and 
then pared. They can be sliced about '/s of an inch thick on a 
kraut slicer or sliced with a knife. Stainless steel knives, 
corers and slicers are preferred for cutting fruits, as these 
lessen oxidation and browning of slices. Grapes are washed 
under a strong spray of water, pulled from stems and rewashed 
and rinsed several times to remove spray residue and foreign 
material. The details of preliminary procedures before pack­
ing are summarized in table 7.
Many experimental tests indicate that flavor in strawberries 
is best retained in sliced sugar packs. Sliced strawberries 
have a better appearance than crushed, but with either treat­
ment color and flavor are retained better than with whole 
fruit. Large, over-grown strawberries from the first picking 
are frequently hollow and should be crushed or sliced before 
packing. Better quality will be obtained with medium size 
or the smaller berries.
' Because a sirup pack preserves form as well as flavor and 
color in raspberries, this kind of treatment is preferred to 
sugar packing, unless the frozen product is to be used to make 
preserves or jam. A 50 or 55 percent sirup is recommended.
Dry sugar packs are unsatisfactory for peaches, apricots 
and rhubarb but may be used for plums. Plums tend to ox­
idize less and are not used for dessert purposes but as a 
cooked product. A 3 to 1 sugar pack is best for cherries 
which generally will be used in pies or other cooked foods. 
A 40 percent sirup is sweet enough for grapes and a 30 or 40 
percent sirup for pineapple. A 50 or 55 percent sirup is pre­
ferred for peaches and apricots. Other instructions in sirup 
and sugar packing are given in table 7.
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PACKING PREPARED FRUITS 
When sirup packs are used the prepared fruit is put in the 
container before adding the sirup. Just enough sirup is added 
to cover the product. When sugar packs are used, it is more 
convenient to add and mix the sugar with the fruit in a large 
flat pan before putting the product into containers. While 
packing, care should be taken in order to distribute the sugar 
evenly in the containers.
CONTAINERS
The containers used for fruits are similar to those used for 
vegetables (see page 504). When tin cans are used for fruits 
the cans should be of the lacquered type, having the proper 
inside lacquer coating required for fruits in canning. Glass 
jars with glass or lacquered covers are satisfactory. Waxed 
containers and other fiber board containers with and without 
suitable liners can be used, provided they are liquid-proof. 
Heavy sirups do not freeze completely at all locker room 
temperatures, therefore liquid tightness is important. A 60 
percent sugar sirup is practically all frozen at 0° F. but re­
mains a liquid at 10° F. With the heavier sirups there is always 
some unfrozen liquid even at 0° F., therefore containers should 
be liquid-proof and kept in an upright position unless sealed 
liquid-tight. The suggestions on air tightness, fragility, «size
Fig. S. Some o f the various kinds of containers used for frozen locker foods, 
lop  row (left to right): glass jar, sealed can, Oregon locker can, slip-cover can. 
Bottom row (left, to right): waxed-fiber board carton with snap-in cover; waxed 
fiber board carton with slip-over cover; waxed fiber board carton with heat sealing 
cover.
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TAB LE  7. SUM M ARY O F  TH E  P R E PA R A TIO N  AN D PACKIN G OF FRUITS.
Fruit Washing Sorting Trimming, cutting Packing
Strawberries
Eliminate moldy fruit.Wash 
under strong spray of cold 
water. Rinse thoroughly, 
drain off excess water. Use 
colander or mesh basket 
for draining.
Sort out under-ripe and ov­
er-ripe fruit. Do not use 
deformed, seedy or moldy 
fruit. Avoid soft, over­
ripe fruit.
Trim off seedy and bruised 
portions of berries; small- 
;r berries can be packed 
whole; crush or slice larg­
est berries.
Flavor best retained with 
sliced fruit in a sugar pack 
of 3+1. Mix sugar and 
fruit before paciang in 
container. (See page 517.)
Raspberries 
red and black
Same treatment as for 
strawberries.
Same treatment as for 
strawberries.
Good flavor and quality re­
tained in whole fruit. Need 
not be trimmed or cut. Can 
be crushed.
Form retained better in 
50 or 55% sirup pack. 
Can be packed whole or 
crushed in sugar, 3+1.
Peaches
Apricots
Wash and scrub in cold 
water. Rinse and drain us­
ing colander or mesh bas­
ket.
Sort out rotted fruits and 
those too green or too ripe, 
or severely affected with 
serious defects.
After scalding and peeling 
peaches, trim out bruised 
areas and small defects. 
Slice directly in container 
into sirup of 50 or 55% 
concentration. Use stainless 
steel knife.
Before slicing, scald just 
long enough to loosen 
skin. Cool at once; scald 
a small number of peach­
es at one time. Pack im- 
mecliately after scalding 
and peeling in sirup. (See 
page 517.)
Cherries
Wash thoroughly; rinse 
and drain off excess water, 
using colander or mesh 
basket.
Sort out small, undevelop­
ed, immature and defective 
fruit.
Pit, using a cherry pitter, 
or pit by hand. Eliminate 
stems. Sweet cherries need 
not be pitted.
Pack at once after pitting 
to avoid discoloration of 
exposed tissue. Use 3+1 
sugar or 60% sirup pack.
Plums
Wash thoroughly to remove 
spray residue and other for­
eign material. Rinse and 
drain.
Eliminate diseased or spoil­
ing fruit. Watch for brown 
rot, which may develop 
rapidly in warm weather.
Remove pit; slice, and pack 
in sirup or sugar, immedi­
ately. Mix fruit with su­
gar.
Pack in 3+1 sugar mix­
ture or in 60% sirup. Ox­
idation slower than in 
peaches.
Apples
Wash and scrub to remove 
spray residue and other for­
eign material; rinse and 
drain.
,
Use fruit of desirable ripe­
ness and free from meali­
ness, bitter pit or break­
down. Should be in eating 
stage.
Trim out bruised and de­
fective areas. Core and 
pare. Slicing may be done 
on a kraut sheer, after cor­
ing and paring; or by hand, 
using a knife. Use stain­
less steel knife and corer 
if possible.
Scald in hot water 2 min. 
or in steam 3 min. For 
steam, use pressure cook­
er with steam vent open 
(see page 500). Cool in 
cold water. Pack in 3+1 
sugar.
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TABLE 7 (cont’d). SUMMARY -OF THE PREPARATION AND PACKING OF FRUITS.
Fruit Washing Sorting Trimming, cutting Packing
Currants
Wash thoroughly under 
strong cold water spray. 
Rinse after picking from 
stems; drain.
Sort out light colored, im­
mature fruit while remov­
ing fruit from stems. Not required.
jMix with sugar in 3—j—1 
proportion before pack­
ing.
Gooseberries
Wash as for currants. Sort out small, immature 
and defective fruit.
Trim off stems and blos­
som parts.
Mix with sugar in 2+1 
or 3+1 proportion before 
packing or pack without 
sugar.
Grapes
Wash thoroughly. Remove 
from stems and rinse under 
strong spray of water to re­
move dirt and spray resi­
due; drain.
Sort -out defective fruit 
and fruit poorly colored or 
undeveloped. Not required.
Fill container with whole 
berries and add just 
enough 40% sirup to 
cover product. Allow ex­
pansion space.
Pineapple
4
Wash and scrub thorough­
ly. Rinse; drain.
Use only sound fruit, fully 
ripe having full flavor of 
eating stage.
Cut into slices about ¿4 in. 
thick. Pare off rind, trim 
out core. Cut into thin 
slices or small cubes. Juice 
from trimmings may be 
used.
Pack in containers. Add 
sufficient 30 or 40% sirup to 
just cover pieces of fruit. 
Allow sufficient expansion 
space.
Cranberries
Wash thoroughly. Remove 
chaff and loose foreign ma­
terial by rinsing ; drain.
Sort out defective, shriv­
eled and soft decaying 
fruit.
Pick off remaining stems. Pack whole with 50% 
sirup or pack without sir­
up or sugar.
Blueberries
Sort out small, immature 
fruit and foreign material ; 
then wash thoroughly, rinse 
and then drain off excess 
water.
Sort out small, immature 
fruit and chaffy material. 
Avoid maggot infested 
fruit.
Not required.
Pack whole with a 45% 
sirup. Tin cans should 
be lacquered. 3+1 sugar 
pack satisfactory for pies 
and sauce.
Youngberries
Blackberries
Loganberries
Wash thoroughly under 
spray of water. Rinse and 
drain.
Sort out injured or badly 
bruised fruit. Slightly 
bruised fruit free from 
mold can be used in a 
crushed pack with sugar.
Not required.
Pack whole with 50% 
sirup. For pies and cook­
ing, a 3+1 sugar pack 
can be used.
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and shape, etc., apply to containers for fruits as well as for 
those for vegetables (page 504).
Because peaches and apricots oxidize in non-airtight contain­
ers, the use of paper or fiber board containers for these two 
fruits is not recommended for locker storage. Hermetically 
sealed containers of glass and lacquered tin have proved more 
satisfactory for peaches and apricots.
SUGAR AND SIRUP AS PACKING MEDIA
Fruits are packed in sugar or in sirup depending upon the 
kind of fruit and the purpose for which it is intended. Or­
dinary cane sugar, known as sucrose, manufactured either 
from beets or sugar cane, is generally used. The sirup is 
made by dissolving the sugar in hot water and cooling it 
before adding to packed fruit in the containers. Sugar sirups 
generally used range in concentration from 45 to 55 percent, 
although lower and higher concentrations are sometimes de­
sirable. Concentrations are best measured on a weight basis, 
but for convenience the volume basis shown in table 8, which 
has been determined from a weight basis, gives approxi­
mate sirup concentrations.
The sirup should be made before fruit is prepared for pack­
ing. It can be stored in a refrigerator and precooled and by 
this means will keep the product cool and in a better state 
of preservation before it is frozen. Sirups can also be kept 
cool in glass jugs by allowing a small trickle of cool water 
to run over the container. In locker plants solutions can be
TABLE 8. AMOUNT OF SUGAR BY VOLUME AND BY WEIGHT 
REQUIRED PER QUART OF W ATER FOR DIFFERENT 
SIRUP CONCENTRATIONS, AND RESULTING
VOLUME OF SIRUPS. _____________ _ _ _
Resulting vol­
ume of sirup 
(At 72° F.)
Percentage
of
sugar sirup
30
40
45
50
55
60
Amount of sugar required per qt. of water
By volume in __________ weight__________
standard cups Pounds
2 Ye 
3%
4
5
6
7%
Ounces
14.6
6.3 
11.3
1.4 
8.8 
2.0
Quarts
1.25
1.38
1.47
1.56
1.72
1.84
A sirup concentration of 60 percent is very sweet, and solutions this keavy 
more difficult to handle than lighter ones. Usually! sirups of 40 to 55 percent 
centration will be preferred.
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preserved a long time by freezing in glass jugs or other con­
tainers.
In sugar packs the sugar is usually added to the fruit in 
the proportion of 1 to 3. In other words, 3 pounds of fruit 
require 1 pound of sugar. First weigh the fruit, then add 
sugar equal to one-third the weight of the fruit. Spread out 
the weighed fruit in a large flat pan and spread the sugar 
over the fruit; then gradually turn over fruit and sugar with 
a pancake turner or spoon and pack mixed product in con­
tainers. Besides the 3 to 1 or “3+1” pack, other less sweet 
packs of “4+1” and “5+1” can be used. Sweeter packs of 
‘2+1” or “2 ^ + 1 ” are less frequently used because they are 
too sweet for most people.
Sugar and sirup aid in the preservation of flavor, color, 
aroma and texture of fruits. “Straight packs” or packs with­
out sugar are sometimes used for pies and preserves, or when 
products are stored for short periods. Sirups retard oxidation 
of fruits by preventing contact with air and like airtight 
containers aid in preservation of natural flavor, color and 
aroma. The top slices of frozen peaches in a container be­
come brown because they have become oxidized by contact 
with air unless these slices are kept below the sirup. A simple 
method of keeping these slices below the sirup is to use 
paper board strips bent downward across the contents of the 
container. Two or three of these strips y2-inch wide are 
needed to keep the peach slices from floating on top of the 
sirup. The strips can be cut from waxed paper containers. 
This method has been used successfully in many samples of 
peaches in experimental work. Its use, illustrated in fig. 6, 
applies to apricots as well as peaches.
The time between packing and freezing is long enough for 
the sugar to mix with the fruit. Inverting containers a few 
times before freezing will aid in distributing sugar which 
tends to settle at the bottom.* It is better to keep packed 
containers in a refrigerator or in the coolest place available 
until they are frozen at the locker plant. Packed jars and 
cans can be kept in a pan of cold water. The expansion space 
in containers for freezing fruits is similar to that for veg­
etables. (See page 506.)
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LABELING PACKED PRODUCTS
Products should be labeled to indicate the kind of product, 
variety, kind of pack (whether with brine or without, sugar 
or sirup concentration), owner’s name, locker number and 
date of packing.
All of these facts do not need to be shown on the label but 
a number can be assigned to each packed container, and this, 
with a record of the pack, will give the information needed. 
For convenience, the label should at least bear the owners 
name, locker number, kind of product and date of packing in 
fairly large letters.
The advantages of labeling products are:
1. A saving of time in the cold locker room.
2. Avoiding loss of products,
in case they get mixed 
with others in the sharp 
freezer or in the wrong 
locker.
3. The patron can determine
whether all of his pro­
duce has been received 
in the locker.
4. Products can be observed
for quality, variety, 
container, to guide pre­
paration of foods for 
freezing the next sea­
son.
5. Better utilization of prod­
ucts. One can be sure 
of using the older pack 
first in case some of it 
is held from one grow­
ing season until the 
next. Knowing the 
kind of pack, amount 
of sugar or sirup con­
centration is useful
Fig. 6. Method of controlling the brown­
ing of top slices o f frozen peaches. Center: 
paper container and glass jar with card­
board strips in place. Bottom: the bent 
strips ready for use. Top: additional strips 
and type of fiber board box from which 
they were cut. The bent strips hold top 
slices below the sirup. Cover of container 
pushes against bent ends of strips.
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when using the product in cooking.
Gummed labels having a good adhesive will stay on glass 
containers but not on tin and are less satisfactory for heavily 
waxed materials. A small strip of cellulose tape across the 
ends of the label is very helpful in keeping the label on tin 
and other containers that do not permit labeling with a very 
soft lead pencil. If no paper labels are used, the container 
can be marked with a wax pencil available at stationery 
stores. The surface of the container must be dry in order 
to mark it with a wax pencil. Some locker operators use a 
special stamping ink for rubber stamping the patron’s locker 
number on the container and this can be used on any type 
of package. Waxed containers can be labeled with a very 
soft lead pencil.
FREEZING PRODUCTS
The locker plant manager assumes the responsibility of 
freezing and of storing the frozen product. As a matter of 
general information and as a guide to operators, however, 
some information on freezing and storing is given. The 
locker patron usually determines how long products are 
stored.
Vegetables and fruits stored in locker plants in consumer 
size packages can be satisfactorily frozen at an air temper­
ature maintained at 0° F. Most locker plants in Iowa, are 
provided with sharp freeze rooms or compartments which 
have freezer coils or plates maintained at low temperatures, 
approximately —20° to —25° F. The packaged foods are 
placed on and between these plates or pipe coils so that the 
product is frozen rapidly. After the produce has been in the 
sharp freezer several hours, it can be put in the patron’s 
locker. However, locker operators frequently allow the 
products to remain in the sharp freezer a day, or even longer, 
depending upon the demand .for freezer space.
During the busy seasons, sharp freezers are sometimes ov­
erloaded with warm produce. This should £e avoided and 
usually can be avoided. Produce need not be left on the 
freezer plates longer than to freeze them solidly. Packages 
should be spread out on the freezer plates, not left in boxes 
on the floor or in any other part of the freezer room. _The
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patron should demand proper freezing service and see that his 
produce is frozen immediately and in a satisfactory manner. 
Above all, he should see that his produce is put in the freezer 
space at once. Good results will be obtained when the prod­
ucts are frozen without delay. Holding several hours or longer 
in the meat aging room is not desirable and should be avoided. 
Finally, the products should be rapidly frozen and never 
placed in the locker while unfrozen. An Iowa state law- requires 
that locker products be sharp frozen before being placed in 
the patron’s locker.
STORING PRODUCTS
Zero Fahrenheit is regarded as the highest temperature per- 
missable for the satisfactory storage of frozen vegetables and 
fruits. In commerce, temperatures lower than this are fre­
quently used for long period storage. In many locker plants 
temperatures as high as 10° F. and even higher sometimes 
prevail. One state locker plant association has recognized 
the advantages of low storage temperature for locker foods 
and has been responsible for effecting a state law requiring 
that the locker room temperature must be 0° F., with only 
a 5° F. tolerance above this temperature. It is desirable that 
more locker operators plan toward lowering the locker room 
temperature whenever not sufficiently low.
Some good results have been obtained in storing vegetables 
and fruits in lockers at 10° F., but frequently when the stor­
age period is longer than 6 months, unfavorable quality and 
loss in color of product become noticeable. The principal 
advantages for lower temperatures are, improved keeping of 
products noticeable in better retention of flavor and color; 
less exchange of odors between different products; slower 
enzymatic change; and a more complete freezing of packs 
of fruit in sugar and sirup.
ARRANGING PRODUCTS IN LOCKER
Though arrangement of cartons of fruits and vegetables in 
a convenient manner in the locker is a simple matter, it is 
commonly neglected. Lockers are not made with partitions, 
b’ht the space can be partitioned into long narrow spaces
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with pieces of cardboard or sheet metal so as to group the 
kinds of products to make them more accessible. Some meth­
od of dividing the locker is essential for an orderly arrange­
ment of products and will be found very convenient. It pre­
vents containers from falling and getting mixed in the locker. 
A separate reach-in space can be used for one or two products, 
so that the locker user can find the vegetable or fruit immedi­
ately without looking for it. The spaces can be as narrow 
as the width of the containers used. This plan of dividing 
the locker into long narrow spaces is illustrated in fig. 7. 
The locker patron can arrange the products in the locker 
after they are put in by the operator, so that he will know 
where to find them; or he can arrange to be at the locker 
plant at the time the products are to be placed in the locker. 
The plan just described has been found to save considerable 
time and discomfort in the cold locker room.
UTILIZATION OF FROZEN FRUITS AND 
VEGETABLES
Frozen fruits and vegetables can be used in much the same 
way as the fresh products. However, the methods of handling, 
because of the freezing treatment, are different. These meth­
ods will be explained briefly.
HANDLING FROZEN PRODUCTS IN THE HOME 
The method of handling the frozen products in the home 
will depend upon the facilities available for storing them. 
Naturally a frozen product will keep longer and thaw slower 
at the low temperature of a refrigerator than in a warmer 
place. Therefore, instructions for handling products in the 
home will depend upon the storage temperatures available.
W ITH  HOME REFRIGERATION 
If a freezing storage unit is available, frozen locker foods 
can be stored for a long period, provided the length of storage 
is not greater than is ordinarily recommended for the par­
ticular food at the storage temperature maintained. Some 
newer refrigerators have special compartments for keeping 
frozen foods which are very satisfactory, but most people
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Fig 7 Method of dividing locker into several compartments by the use of pieces 
of sheet metal. The locker can thus be kept in order, and products can be located at 
once. Two or three kinds of products can be kept alternately spaced in each com- 
partment. Pieces of cardboard can be used in place of the metal sheets.
have ordinary mechanical refrigerators, ice refrigerators or 
none at all.
With the use of a mechanical home refrigerator, frozen 
fruits and vegetables may be kept satisfactorily for about a 
week by placing them in the freezing compartment. Since 
the temperature in this compartment is higher than in the 
locker plant and is subject to some fluctuation, some thawing
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pay take place gradually and there may be some dehydration 
over a prolonged storage period. However, airtight containers 
or a brine pack practically eliminates dehydration. The qual­
ity of food stored in the refrigerator freezer space deteriorates 
more rapidly than when stored at the lower locker tempera­
ture. Unless the home refrigerator is set to maintain a very 
low temperature, which is not economical, the fruits contain­
ing sugar may partially defrost, even if stored in the freezing 
compartment. Partially defrosted fruits in sugar or sirup 
will keep several days in the ice freezing compartment. '
In an ice refrigerator frozen foods should be kept for only 
short periods, 24 hours unless the packages of frozen food 
are wrapped in such a way that a longer time is required for 
thawing. Insulated bags and small boxes, such as those used 
to slow the melting of ice cream, can be used to retard the 
thawing rate. These containers are re-usable.
W ITHOUT HOME REFRIGERATION 
Those who have no refrigerating facilities can keep frozen 
foods only short periods after removal from the locker, except 
during intervals of cold weather in the winter. When tem­
peratures are as low as 10° F., frozen products can be kept 
in an outdoor location. The product- should be kept in some 
kind of insulated box to protect it from sudden weather changes. 
A triple-walled fiber board box used for carrying dry ice has 
proved a good type of container to transport and temporarily 
store frozen locker foods. (See fig. 8.) Insulated bags can 
also be obtained for the parton by the locker manager, or an 
ordinary fiber board box can be lined with, pieces of corru­
gated fiber board from other such boxes. Thawing of locker 
foods can be further slowed by covering the insulated boxes 
with several layers of blanket or other insulating material. 
Wrapping frozen packages in several layers of newspaper has 
proved effective in slowing thawing.
FROZEN FOODS SHOULD BE' USED SOON 
AFTER THAW ING
There are three reasons why frozen foods should be used 
in a short time after thawing or whife still slightly frozen: 
(1) The vitamin content is higher; (2) the flavor and ap-
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Fig. 8. Fiber board boxes for carrying products to and from the locker plant. 
Note8 the walls triple lined with corrugated fiber board which is a good insulation 
material. Extra pad for the top is inside of box. This type o f container will maitr- 
tain frozen foods 24 hours or longer before complete thawing takes P'ace- T“ y 
are designed for transporting dry ice. Locker plant operators can supply the co 
tainers.
pearance are better; and (3) the growth of microorganisms is 
rapid after the food is defrosted.
Homemakers have had experience with the changes in ap­
pearance and flavor of strawberries that have been hulled; 
and with peaches, pears, apples and tomatoes that have been 
pared and sliced. The explanation for this rapid change in 
apearance and condition is that bruised or injured plant tissue 
respires faster than normal fruit, hence oxidation of certain 
constituents is brought about more rapidly in such tissues. 
Freezing alters plant tissues so that changes occur rapidly, 
particularly at higher temperatures, after the food has thawed. 
These changes are faster for some products thap for others.
The food nutrient most likely to be destroyed by oxidation 
is vitamin C. This loss occurs more rapidly if the food is 
exposed to the air during defrosting, when the seal of the 
container is broken or the food removed from the container. 
In a brine pack, the brine covering the vegetable during de­
frosting delays this oxidation, since it prevents the air coming 
in contact with the product. It is known that vitamin G is 
m m  in peaches, peas, lima beans and spinach when
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exposed to air during defrosting. It therefore seems advis­
able to keep all fruits and vegetables sealed during defrosting.
The appearance of some foods changes more readily than 
that of others after thawing. Peaches and apricots brown 
quickly. Some strawberry varieties become duller and de­
velop a whitish film over their surfaces. It has been observed 
during 4 years of testing that if appearance changes quickly 
upon defrosting, flavor deterioriates rapidly. Fruits have bet­
ter flavor and are more appetizing if eaten just after thawing, 
or if served while some ice crystals still remain in the product. 
With the exception of vegetables containing considerable 
starch, such as peas, lima beans, soybeans and corn, freezing 
alters plant tissue to such an extent that certain food products 
shrink with loss of fluids during defrosting. The longer the 
food stands after thawing the greater the quantity of liquid 
in many products.
Because the cell walls, which naturally protect the food 
against invasion by microorganisms, are altered in freezing, 
thawed foods are a good medium for the growth of micro­
organisms. Even if the seal of the container is not broken 
during defrosting, the frozen foods contain sufficient viable 
organisms, not destroyed by the freezing, which develop and 
bring about undesirable changes or spoilage. In canning foods, 
if they are processed sufficiently to keep, the heat treatment 
destroys the microorganisms that would grow in that par­
ticular food, but this is not true for frozen foods. This, then, 
is the basis for advising that vegetables be cooked immediately 
after thawing or beforethe product is completely defrosted.
COOKING FROZEN FRUITS AND VEGETABLES
USES OF FROZEN FRUITS
Although strawberries, raspberries, pineapples, peaches, 
apricots and dewberries may be*cooked,< they will generally be 
used for dessert purposes more often than for cooked foods. 
On the other hand, rhubarb, sliced apples, cranberries, cur­
rants, gooseberries, plums, grapes, red cherries, blueberries 
and blackberries are better adapted for use in cooked and 
prepared dishes, such as pies, sauces, preserves, jams, jellies,
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fruit juice, ice cream and sherbet. Additional uses are in 
fruit cups, custards, puddings, tapioca desserts and jellied fruit 
salads. Frozen berries and peaches can be used for short­
cakes and toppings for ice cream. All fruits or their juices 
can be used in sherbets, ice cream and mousses.
The juices of frozen fruits make excellent beverages. Lemon 
or lime juice may be added to the blander fruits, and car­
bonated water or gingerale may be used with all fruit juices. 
Many combinations of fruit juices may also be made.
USES OF FROZEN VEGETABLES
All frozen vegetables should be cooked. In general, the 
cooking time required is about one-half that of fresh veg­
etables. The preliminary scalding partially cooks most 
vegetables, and freezing aids in softening the plant tissues.
The question sometimes arises as to whether vegetables 
should1 be thawed or should be put, while still frozen, into 
boiling water to start cooking. The directions with commer­
cially frozen vegetables are to put the frozen vegetable in 
boiling water, which eliminates any possible danger of food 
poisoning from bacterial growth resulting from long standing 
of thawed vegetables at room temperature. Obviously, it is 
necessary to defrost vegetables partially in glass fruit jars in 
order to remove them from the container. In laboratory 
tests, scores for flavor and texture have been 2 to 1 in favor 
of thawing prior to cooking. When vegetables thaw slowly, 
as ice melts, water is gradually taken up by the tissues. In 
corn, for example, the skin or hull is often less tough if al­
loyed to thaw before cooking.
Another advantage of thawing vegetables before cooking 
is that a shorter cooking period is required and cooking is 
more uniform. For example, spinach, which requires about 5 
minutes for cooking after thawing, may have the outer leaves 
overcooked when cooking is started before thawing, since 
time is required before the center of the pack is thawed.
Frozen vegetables may be cooked and seasoned with butter, 
salt and pepper. Other cooking methods include the use of 
a white sauce, the making of cream of vegetable soup and the 
* serving of chilled cooked vegetables in salads.
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CONSERVING FOOD NUTRIENTS
The chief nutrients of fruits and vegetables are carbohy­
drates, proteins, minerals and vitamins. A loss of a large 
part of nutrients decidedly lessens the value of these products 
in the diet. The sugars, minerals and vitamins soluble in 
water are lost to a certain extent in preliminary procedures in 
the scalding and cooling water, so that these treatments should 
be as short as possible. If vegetables are scalded in live steam 
instead of boiling water, these losses are generally less.
When an excess of cooking water is used, more sugar, min­
erals and vitamins are dissolved from the products. If cook­
ing water is discarded some of the most valuable constituents 
are lost. This enriched water may be used in soups and 
sauces. If a small amount of water is used in cooking so that 
practically no water is left at the end of the cooking period, 
a much smaller proportion of food constituents is lost; the 
remaining cooking liquid can be served with the vegetable, 
and flavor and aroma will more nearly resemble that of the 
fresh product.
To retain the maximum nutritive value, flavor and appear- 
ance* keep fruits and vegetables frozen during storage and 
use as shown in table 9.
TABLE 9. DIRECTIONS FOR COOKING AND SERVING 
FROZEN FRUITS AND VEGETABLES.
Product Thaw To serve raw Cook
Fruits In container.
Serve immediately 
after thawing, or 
while fruit contains 
some ice crystals.
Before entirely de­
frosted or immediately 
after thawing.
Vegetables
In container. Cook­
ing may be started 
before defrosting is 
complete.
Do not serve raw. Cook in as short a 
time as possible, Use 
little water. If water 
remains after cooking, 
use; it in sauces or 
soups.* It contains sol­
uble vitamins, minerals 
and other nutrients.
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